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Presentation: Steve Sockwell opened the meeting and introduced Jason Beske who gave a presentation 

describing the Courthouse Square Plan. 

Discussion:  The discussion was organized around Concept Plan Recommendations as presented in the 

Courthouse Sector Plan Addendum:  Courthouse Square 

Vision and Guiding Principles 

One commissioner expressed the desire for the text to explain the statement – “where the revolution 

begins” 

Sustainability 

One commissioner had a question about a district energy plant here? Yes the plan calls for a district 

energy plant, 5,000 sf would be a minimum size to be efficient. 

There were questions about storm water calculations, capturing how much, most important thing about 

storm water is how it affects watershed, more interested in gray water and usage would be more 

important than open pond fighting for space.  The plan looks like main civic building is the in middle of a 

swm storm water management feature. Consider how the blue line is represented.  This will be 



investigated through further design.  Also consider embodied energy?  In text, any specific goals?  

References to community energy plan, pages 130-140, locating plant is critical and needs place to go, and 

at right time, that and storm water management are main sustainability narratives. 

Mismatch between pages 22 and 130, indicating building locations. 

Circulation 

A discussion of 15th street as pedestrian only is desirable, but not this location for ART bus layover spot   

Consider North Uhle as potential for bus layover site. 

Is underground parking one for one replacement for existing? Actually more than existing. 

One commissioner expressed the desire for a public central bike parking facility, covered roof with a valet 

and mechanics 

Discussion of underground circulation included several points:  

 There is concern over diverting foot traffic from above ground to underground, policy ought to 

encourage people to be above ground 

 Discussion of underground circulation has not gone unnoticed by working group, neighborhood 

appeal to avoid weather elements, garage serving many buildings 

 A place is needed to pick up kids from movie, garage with pedestrian activity seems safer,  

 Discussion of bus pick up? Can that go in plan?   Would prefer transition from one mode of transit 

to the other, consider combine bus and metro to one shelter. 

 Undergrounding circulation affects critical mass.  There is the issue of enough people to activate 

the space.  

 Need to see where underground entrances daylight, how does pedestrian route come up to the 

surface. 

 What is primary entrance to garage if you are coming to civic place in a car? What is civic public 

entrance versus private entrance? 

 May need to show alternative parking entry. 

There was discussion of how to manage combined parking facility?  Integrated management plan, shared 

civic parking uses and private parking should be included as a principle. 

Open Space 

Discussion supports county building on south, but concern over quality of open space being created.  

Civic building footprint seems unusual doesn’t seem to support uses intended.  Concern over dimensions. 

Discussion of need consistency of drawings, some show trees on both sides of promenade leaves open to 

disparate interpretation. 

Discussion of need for a more holistic approach to planning, not making intelligent tradeoffs.  Instead of 

all transportation being purview of DES, all open space is P&R, criticism of way planning is done in 

Arlington 

Discussion of need to be activated for people of all ages added to principles. 



Could you consider shifting Memorial Grove to northeast corner.  Where there is a need for screening 

from jail. 

Discussion of the promenade; program for civic building is important, perhaps ground level meeting 

rooms to face the plaza.  The program is as important as footprint.  The promenade terminus could be 

smaller, it could benefit from compression at southern end, perhaps and archway to provide a sense of 

entrance. 

Also Veitch terrace is a great idea but need to be very deliberate about how it is built. 

Buildings 

Discussion of county building, is there an opportunity for connection to plaza? It could be taller, the idea 

of a sentinel building poking up providing a landmark. Building heights were considered by NCPC. 

Discussion of shape of building footprints.  One commissioner had a question about the north side guitar 

pick shape, and questions the idiosyncratic shape when there is a box next door.  Also concern about 

large footprint of landmark block, it is build-to lines?   Building itself will probably be smaller, look along 

15th Street. 

The point was made that the illustrations should be completely consistent with Retail Plan, colors should 

be same, and use the same language. 

Discussion of activation of uses; Does plan stress enough activation, south side ground level use is 

important, meeting rooms, theater, super high level of getting uses that create 18/7 activation. 

Do not see discussion of community benefits.  Verizon plaza getting additional density could be an 

opportunity for community benefits.  The county is losing the spectrum theater.  This may be an 

opportunity to replace it with a trade for density. 

Cultural Resources 

Discussion of need for cultural needs analysis.  People are equally interested in a mid-size theater not a 

large venue, large = 800 seats, but also a history center,  

There was discussion about the success of preservation of historical facades, and how they relate to 

businesses across Wilson Boulevard that are precious to the neighborhoods. 

Community Benefits 

Discussion of possible list of uses for civic building.  It could be part of first floor and provide room for 

library, community center or others. 


